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“Life
can only be
understood
backwards;
but it must be
lived forwards.”

Est. September 1997
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“You’re going to get that sensation of artists
connecting to a score and singing beautifully...
...but you’re also going
to be rooted in truth
and in reality.”

~ Søren Kierkegaard

•••••

Greater Good Media
understands that we are
in this moment in history
because of our past,
and that it is our
collective mission
to live life forward…
paying it forward
as often as we can.
Hindsight is 20/20
but forward-thinking
vision is crystal clear.

Jarvis A. Green, Founding Artistic Director of JAG Productions and Norwich resident Suzanne McDowell, VP of Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability at King Arthur Baking Company collaborate on this exciting project.

Creating Change through Theater, One Show at a Time
Molly Davis Shimko

W

hen two local companies team up to better our community,
magical things can happen. JAG Productions based in
White River Junction is partnering with King Arthur Baking
Company in Norwich. While a theater company and baking
company seem an unlikely pair, together they are co-producing
a beautiful series of performances, “Theatre on the Hill.”
“Theatre on the Hill” will take place on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday evenings between August 13 – September 12 on the
grassy hill behind King Arthur Baking Company in Norwich.
Preceded with food and drinks provided by Upper Valley
favorites such as Munchie Rollz, Griddle and Groovy, and Wolf
Tree, “Theatre on the Hill” is an outdoor theater series featuring
an array of performances from workshop productions to concert
musicals, to staged readings.

Jarvis Green, Founding Artistic Director of JAG, spoke of his
desire to give audiences, “a hybrid of all the many ways in which
we are thinking about producing theater.” Suzanne McDowell,
King Arthur’s Vice President of CSR and Sustainability, wrote
about supporting Green’s vision. “The idea of Theatre on the
Hill was born out of the natural link between food and art and
the potential for King Arthur Baking to offer a vibrant, living
stage for JAG’s work.”
JAG and King Arthur Baking Company first came together
through JAG’s ambassador partnership program in which organizations or businesses interested in promoting marginalized voices
and adopting anti-racist policies can find creative ways to partner
with JAG and support their work. This particular program came
about after a year of building a relationship between the two
companies and through Green’s desire to create in-person
programming for the community before heading back into the
Continued on page 12

Norwich Goes Purple for Alzheimer’s
Edie Thys Morgan

T

he Walk the End Alzheimer’s, the largest
fundraiser for the Alzheimer’s Association,
is an annual autumn event in more than 600
communities across the country. This year, on
October 2, the Walk is back with teams and
individuals walking together in person and
in purple.
Why purple? Purple is the color of the
Alzheimer’s Association, but other colors have
significance too, as represented by the flowers
Bayada Staff (part of Team Bayada) in front of their Norwich office.

people carry during the walk. A purple flower
means you lost someone to Alzheimer’s; yellow
means you are a caregiver to someone with
Alzheimer’s or dementia; blue means you are
living with Alzheimer’s; and orange means you
support the Alzheimer’s Association.
As the array of colors indicates, Alzheimer’s
profoundly affects not only the six million people
living with Alzheimer’s in the US, but also their
caregivers and extended family. You are never far
from someone touched by this disease of
cognitive decline. In Vermont alone, 13,000
Continued on page 10

NOR WI CH WO MEN ’ S CLUB

Join the Fun at the Norwich Women’s Club
October 13-17
Nearly New Sale

November TBD
Women, Wine & Wisdom

W

e welcome you to our
upcoming meetings and
events and look forward to
being together in-person after
so long apart. Please join us!
Interested in becoming a
member? Visit our website at
www.norwichwomensclub.org
or email norwichwomensclub
@gmail.com to learn more! n

September 5th
Concert on the Green
Featuring Brian Cook
6pm

September 11th
Welcome to Norwich

Event at the
Norwich Historical Society
1–3pm

September 26th
Fall Gathering

At the
Norwich Historical Society

December 5th
Holiday Party
February
Book & Author
Luncheon
Date TBD

April 2nd
Spring Gala
First Mondays
Coffee & Conversation
First Monday
of each month
at the Norwich Inn
10am

www.norwichwomensclub.org

Crossroads Academy
S T R O N G M I N D S •K I N D H E A R T S

An Independent Coeducational K-8 School in Lyme, New Hampshire

Visit our website for upcoming admissions events! www.crossroadsacademy.org
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FLEX JOBS THAT
FIT YOUR LIFE!
[IT’S A CO-OP THING]
Just tell us when you want to
work, and we’ll do our best to
work with you to make it happen.

NOW H
IRI
Jobs w NG!
it
flexibl h
schedu e
ling

BONUS!

20% discount on most items
we sell and most auto repairs

Apply instantly by
scanning the QR code
with your phone.
OPEN CAMERA
OR QR READER
& SCAN CODE

Lebanon | Hanover | White River Junction

coopfoodstore.coop/employment

Home
Only Better
My mother, Mary, has
enjoyed living here for
years. She has made
dear friends in this
special community. The
staff is so attentive, she
feels safe and cared for,
and our family has
peace of mind.

-Richard

Resident Mary’s son

To learn more contact
Peggy Cooper.
603-443-9575 or
cooperm@apdmh.org

PU BL IS HE R ’ S NO TE
Learning From the Past, Creating Better
Futures

M

ark Lilienthal’s Life at 531 Feet observes life here and everywhere. As always,
he is spot on about what makes Norwich so special, and he captures those
Little Moments made up of Little Things so beautifully.
Much like the theme of this issue, Greater Good Media is all about learning
from and understanding our past in order to live a better life in the future. We
aim to capture what works well, contributes to goodness, and is successful in our
present in hopes of inspiring others to do even more good things: ultimately
shaping our future for the best.
The collaboration between King Arthur Flour and JAG Productions is one of
those past-shaping-present-to-make-a-better-future opportunities whereby
everyone benefits. It’s so exciting to think that our miniscule spec on the planet
is part of something so much bigger than we can even imagine!
I also love the little things that Dave Callaway talks about in his history of
Norwich piece. How amazing that a female Goodrich ancestor had a swagger
stick? I’m guessing that a young Norwich native by the name of Charlotte is
related to Ms. Flora Evelyn Goodrich and could just as easily carry off sporting
one today!
And speaking of badass women, please reach out to my newest colleague and
associate publisher, Chris Hadgis. She has heart-and-soul instincts and will
seamlessly deliver wonderful and inspiring content as always. I will still be around
and accessible, but will be focusing on launching more good-news-only papers
and spending more time with my aging mother.
See and appreciate the Little Things for the Greater Good. Happy Fall!
~ Jen MacMillen

www.APDLifecare.org
Independent and Assisted Living
Lebanon, New Hampshire
with Memory Care
VISITING NURSE AND HOSPICE FOR VERMONT & NEW HAMPSHIRE
INVITES YOU TO

W I T H

BENEFIT CONCERT & SILENT AUCTION
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2021 | 6 - 8PM
BRIGGS OPERA HOUSE,
WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, VT

T

his is my first year living in the Upper Valley. Most of the year was marked
by pandemic restrictions. And yet, when I joined Greater Good Media and
started paying closer attention to townships and civic action, I saw that Norwich
and Upper Valley residents stand out. As the adage goes, you take active steps to
make today better than yesterday.
For instance, Jarvis A. Green, Founding Artistic Director of JAG Productions,
could rightfully sit back and lament the lack of diversity in the Upper Valley, but
he doesn’t. Instead, he stands for his beliefs and creates positive change through
his actions. Through storytelling, the arts, and theater, he’s creating opportunities for black actors where previously, there were none.
The people of present-day Norwich take what was here, preserve it, such as
the community’s Bookstore and the Root Schoolhouse, and make it better so that
present and future generations can enjoy these places as well.
We see that you, citizens of Norwich, leave the town better than you found it.
Thank you. It’s an honor to capture and share your stories.
~ Chris H. Hadgis
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G O O DNES S InDEED

Montshire Museum of Science Selected
to Participate in National Museum Social Impact Study

W

orking with the Utah Division of Arts &
Museums, the Montshire Museum of Science
in Norwich, Vermont will study the social impact it
has on the community and assist in refining a social
impact tool for the museum field.
Thanks to a National Leadership Grant from the
Institute of Museums and Library Services (IMLS),
the Utah Division of Arts & Museums, in partnership
with Thanksgiving Point, had the opportunity to
select museums across the country for the
Measurement of Museum Social Impact (MOMSI)
project. After a competitive application and review
process, the Montshire was one of 38 museums
selected for the study.
This study will measure social impact through
strengthened relationships, health and well-being,
continued education and engagement, and
intercultural competency.
Working with the MOMSI team in Utah, the
Museum will recruit and survey visitors from the
local community. The data collected will inform

Montshire on its social impact and will provide
validated data about the museum field generally.
“We are deeply honored to be selected to participate
in this national study,” says Jennifer Rickards,
Montshire’s Acting Executive Director. “Although
we’re confident in the value that the Montshire offers
the community, this study of social impact will help us
define, measure, and articulate that value more clearly
and provide insights that will allow us to enhance the
programs and experiences we offer.”
The Measurement of Museum Social Impact
(MOMSI) offered the following information on the
type of information they are collecting and how they
measure impact:

Intercultural Competence

Health and Wellbeing

This outcome strives to understand the positive
interactions people have with others. It is measured
through statements about social and family
relationships, the bond between people, and the
ways in which relationships are nurtured. n

This outcome is measured through statements
regarding physical health, such as diet and exercise
habits, along with mental and emotional health. It
recognizes that museums are restorative spaces and
are places of community activities.

Visiting museums expands awareness of cultures and
ways of life. This outcome is measured by
understanding empathy, connection to community,
personal strengths and limitations, and perspective
of self and others.

Continued Education and Engagement

Learning occurs across various spaces and time,
including in museums and through the programs
they offer. This outcome is measured by
understanding in what ways wonder, curiosity, and
interest are stimulated in museum visitors.

Strengthened Relationships

IS THE PROUD SPONSOR OF THE GOODNESS InDEED PAGE
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsor” on Page 23
Mascoma has a longstanding tradition of supporting local people and organizations doing good deeds for the community. www.mascomabank.com
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L IFE AT 531 FEET

The Little Things
Mark Lilienthal

T

he Little Things make life here in the 05055 so worth living. They tend to be
things anyone from Away would not be able to find with a computer or in a
book. The Little Things are those jewels on display, free, open to anyone who
cares to look, but generally the things that Norwichians tend to find.
You know that feeling when you are on the Green for a summer concert? And
someone better prepared than yourself offers you a little
snack and maybe, just maybe, a splash of something cool in
a cup, just because you live here? That’s a Little Thing.
On Thanksgiving morning, when you are in a long line
at the general store, waiting to purchase last minute Triscuits
or sparkling cider for the kids at your holiday table, the
environment pulses with goodness, everyone smiling,
greeting friends old and new with gusto and spirit. That’s a
Little Thing grabbing you right where you are vulnerable.
Maybe you have something heavy on your heart and need
to get outside to shake it off. Who would guess that Hillside
Cemetery is the place to go? As you huff and puff up the steep hill, your anxiety
eases, your lungs fill with Vermont air, and suddenly, as you enter a world of eternal
rest, you find yourself beaming and positively full of life. You spot names that adorn
street signs and earth that will eventually hold memories of your relatives. It’s heavy
yet light at the same time. You know, a Little Thing.
A cult forms up in the hills, people who believe the only way of life involves a
loop and an unpaved road. One day, a member of the cult gives your family –
non-cult people – a magnet. It’s nothing too serious, and yet it is incredibly
important, a sign that you’re welcome to come and hang out with the cult folks
most anytime. “Keep Hawk Pine Dirty,” the magnet says, and as you put it on your
fridge you trill at the Little Thing that only we Norwich Nerds would get.

Sending your second grader to the store and having the teenager running the
register know which account to put it on? Little Thing. Many of us have spent years
of frustration lamenting the inability of anyone in this town to get an accurate public
clock up and working…and then finally we come to accept it as a charming quirk of
West Lewiston. Little Thing. Waving like crazy when you see 213, MACKERL,
PUZZLES, or a brown Audi (thankfully, not parked in my parking space) captained
by a man who shares a first name with my youngest? People, those are Little Things.
Oh, we could go on. Show me a Hanoverite who can
“meet me at P5” or a Hartford little league parent who
knows there is a pump track directly behind Girard Field
and I will show you honorary members of the Little Things
Club. Not everyone drives down the service vehicles only
lane of King Arthur Baking Company like it was their own
private avenue, but what else would you expect a Norwich
person to do? Ask a visiting aunt how many 24/7/365 stores
they have in their town, and they will name pharmacies and
convenience stores but never a farm stand, or two. These
folks from NN (Not Norwich) have their secrets, their Little
Things, and I’m glad they do. When they share them with you, it is exciting to
join their club and understand their life.
The best Little Things are the ones who sleep upstairs in my house. They
think they’ll grow up to be Big Things, but they won’t. They’ll always be stuck in
this place, their hometown, bombing around on their bikes so irresponsibly, so
blissfully unaware of any danger that citizens warn us about their riding habits.
They find glories and devastation and euphoria and sadness on every corner, in
every bend on the Cossingham Trails, in every woodchuck eating our flowers, in
every high five from one of their parents’ friends, in every fallen tree.
In this little town, they are just two of a million Little Things, the things that
keep us sane, keep us smiling, keep us here. n

Shop local! Knit local!
Browse yarn and ﬁber
from 14 Vermont ﬁber
farms and dyers.
Check our website for
hours and classes

www.norwichknits.com
289 Main Street
Norwich, VT

Upper Valley Aquatic Center's

SEPTEMBER

FREE Admission! • UVACswim.org • 802.296.2850
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Energy Efficient Home Upgrades Afford Savings, Livability

A

s autumn rolls around each year, area homeowners’ minds turn to the
same thought – “What can we do to make our home more comfortable in
winter, and save on fuel costs?” This year, with fuel prices on the rise, the
second part of that question is particularly relevant.
Tightening up, insulating a home properly, can take on a variety of facets.
For some homes, adding insulation to the attic space and installing weatherization materials around doors and windows may be all that’s required. For
others, replacing windows, doors, and adding blown in insulation throughout
may be the solution.
Starting with an energy audit of the home will point the homeowner in the
right direction. Contractors, heating and energy specialists, and for some
homeowners, non-profits dedicated to helping weatherize homes will perform
these audits.
Often, an audit will include a blower door test, to locate locations of air
leaks within the home. The blower door consists of a panel, which fits into the
home’s doorframe, with a strong fan attached. The fan blows air from the
home, resulting in low pressure inside. Air from the outside then is pulled in
through the problem areas, which then can be identified and addressed.
Windows and doors tend to be common problem areas for cold air entering the
home. Numerous types of weather stripping, or window sealing kits are available
from retailers for the do-it-yourself homeowner. For many though, particularly
owners of older homes with single pane windows and storms, replacing those with
modern, insulated windows will save considerable energy, and pay for themselves

in the long run. This is also true with original doors in old homes – though period
appropriate, old wooden doors offer less than desirable insulating abilities.
Supplementing insulation in a home adds to efficiency, particularly attic
insulation, because, of course, heat rises. Notice ice dams along the roof edges
each winter? Heat loss through the ceiling and roof explains that. Blown in
insulation, or laying down additional batts of insulation in the attic can rectify
the potential structural damage caused by ice dams.
Lower income homeowners in towns including Hartford and Quechee can
apply to SEVCA for weatherization help. Working in partnership with Efficiency
Vermont, SEVCA offers no-cost insulating and weatherization services to
eligible Windsor and Windham County residents. To find out if you’re eligible,
call the SEVCA office at 800-464-9951. n
~ Frank Orlowski

We are proud to sponsor this
article on energy efficient homes

This is a recently completed extensive remodeling renovation project in Hanover
which nearly doubled the square footage. G.R. Porter originally constructed
the oak-post-and-beam home in 1978. The builders worked with
Haynes and Garthwaite Architects in Norwich on the project.

For 37 years, we’ve featured complete

G.R. P ORTER & S ONS, INC.

junior and adult ski and snowboard lease programs.

PO Box 409
Norwich, V T 05055

Ask about our junior lease race program!
The Norwich Times
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802-649-5222
fax 802-649-8713
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NOR WI CH HIST O RICAL SO CIE TY

How the Norwich Historical Society Came to Be

Metcalf’s photo

Fred Metcalf’s hat

Slate-Photobook

Dave Callaway

H

ow does a small town, over 250 years old, preserve its past, its history? For
Norwich, the answer came in 1951, when Clarence Charles Hill sent an
invitation to citizens encouraging them to join “a friendly organization known
as the Norwich Historical Society – a pleasant and worthwhile place of meeting
for those interested in the town’s past as well as its future.” The response was
impressive. Families rummaged through their attics and donated diaries,
family histories, and photographs to the new organization. Others presented
lectures about the town’s past, and historical programs were given at the
Village School.
At first, the Norwich Historical Society (NHS) did not have a home. Artifacts
were stored at the town library or with their owners. In 1958, a room at Tracy Hall
was provided for the NHS, but no records were kept of the artifacts that quickly
filled the room. A small cottage on Church Street was purchased in 1970 and the
historical materials at Tracy Hall were all moved there.
As the years passed, members of the NHS realized that for programs to be
presented and historical donations properly identified and stored, they needed a
bigger space. Fortunately, in 2003, the 1807 Lewis House, on the corner of Elm
and Main Streets, was for sale. Thanks to generous contributions from the
community, enough money was raised to renovate the house and pay off the
mortgage. With a new home, the process of organizing all the town’s historical
items could truly begin.
Today, there is nothing haphazard about how a historical donation to the NHS
is filed and stored in the collections. For example, if someone comes in with an
item to pass along, the donor is first given a “Temporary Custody Receipt” while
the item is considered for donation. Next, the item is examined by the Collections
Committee, which researches it to determine its history. If the item is accepted, a
“Deed of Gift” is signed by the donor that declares that they no longer own it and
the object is transferred to the Norwich Historical Society where it is carefully
entered into a database and stored in acid-free materials.
At Norwich Historical Society’s accessions, any new items added to an existing
collection are varied, unusual, plentiful – the database alone has over 8,000
objects – and in some cases, remarkable. The following are a selection of examples.

A recent donation was a double slate book that belonged to Gertrude “Gertie”
Roberts when she was a student at Thetford Academy. She later married Leslie
Martin Patterson, the son of Spencer Patterson who started the Patterson Chair
Factory along the Ompompanoosuc River. On one side of the slate are math
calculations, and on the other side are these comments:
“This is the 25th day of August 1891…. I am eighteen and am saying goodbye to my
schoolbooks and slate and packing it all into a big box together with my doll and
wardrobe…. Wonder when I next shall open the box. Mean to put the date down at
that time. Farewell to my childhood days. Nevermore shall I have the happy free life I
once had.”
A couple of lines below she wrote:
“Opened for the first time Oct. 14, 1894 – By Mrs. L.M. Patterson  
“ ”
2nd “ ” January 1, 1898.
“ ”
“ ”
3rd “ ” July 12, 1906.
“ ”
Nov. 12, 1913, Living in Springfield, Mass...

Metcalf’s Photo: Fred, Paul, and Abbie Metcalf were lifelong residents of a
Dutton Hill farm. Abbie, the youngest, attended college while her brothers left
high school before graduation to work on the family farm. Abbie was a librarian
at the Thayer School at Dartmouth. After she retired from Thayer, she became
the librarian at the Norwich library. Paul was a successful and admired farmer.
Fred was never as interested in farming as he was in music. On Sundays, he
played the organ in both the Congregational Church and St. Barnabas Episcopal Church.
A slew of Paul’s schoolwork, completed between 1906 and 1910, came to
the Norwich Historical Society from the Metcalf home when it was sold.
Among the drawings, penmanship booklets, and report cards, was an essay
titled “Spot.”
“Spot is a dapple-gray horse and weighs about ten-hundred and fifty pounds…
I like him the best of any of my pets, especially because he is so clever…We call
him Spot because his body is covered with black spots… Papa has not let me drive
Spot yet except when he is with me because Spot is so hard-mouthed… He will
shake hands for an apple and will eat almost anything.”
Residential & Commercial Services

G oo dwin Cons t r uct ion, L L C
TREE AND TRACTOR
Fields • Brush Hogging
Land Clearing
Stand Improvement
Low-Impact Logging
Land Enhancement

Jeff Wilmot

Thad Goodwin
Owner/Operator

Painting & Wallpapering

Fully Insured

INC.
“Superior Workmanship”

For all your tree and light excavation needs… call now to book new projects

183 Turnpike Road • Norwich, VT 05055 • (802) 649-2562
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Scottish mull

Comrey Cook

Flora Evelyn Goodrich

Woman’s cape

Flora Goodrich’s swagger stick

Fred Metcalf’s hat: This is a formal-looking straw hat with a beige silk band. It
might have been worn by Fred as he traveled to churches to play the organ at Sunday
services. Fred Metcalf is written inside the hat, which was a size 7-1/8th.
Needlepoint Wallet: One of the older items in the collections at the NHS
is a colorful bargello needlepoint wallet from 1776. The reds, blues, and purple
stitching in the wallet are surprisingly bright to the modern eye. The wallet was
made for Benjamin Burton, who had been a lieutenant in the Revolutionary War,
by his wife-to-be, Hannah Griswold. They were married in 1779.
Scottish Mull: One of the more unusual donations was that of a “Scottish
Mull” or a snuff box that belonged to the Cowieson family. Snuff was ground
tobacco that was inhaled. It became popular in England in the 1600s. The box is
made from a cow’s horn, the lid is lined with cork, and the silver hinge is in the
shape of a thistle. The initials of four generations of the Cowiesons between 1815
and 1907 are engraved on the mull.
Comrey Cook: In 2014, a large collection of photos of Norwich citizens was
donated to the NHS. Among the collection was one of Comery Cook taken by
a Valley News photographer. Comrey was born on New Boston Road in 1894 and
served in Europe with the U.S. Army between July 1918 and August 1919. When
he returned to Norwich, he operated Cook’s Garage on Beaver Meadow Road. He
often wore his WWI uniform to Memorial Day ceremonies held in Norwich and
was a member of the Lyman Pell VFW for over 70 years. According to his daughter,
“My father was always very patriotic…. His memories of this period never faded. He
was still reminiscing about the time he proudly served his country when he was 104
years old. He was a true soldier of the United States of America.”

The Norwich Times

Swagger Stick: A wooden swagger stick with a silver cap is a donation from
the 1940s. The two-foot stick is engraved with the name of Flora Evelyn Goodrich,
who was born in Norwich in 1909 and became an Army major and nurse during
World War II. Swagger sticks were generally carried by officers as a sign of
authority. Although the popularity of the stick dipped in the 1940s, General
George S. Patton carried one throughout World War II that was rumored to
contain a small sword. Major Goodrich’s swagger stick however, does not. Flora
was commissioned in 1942, and served in the Army for 25 years until she retired
in 1960.
Woman’s Cape from the 1880s: One of the more unusual items comes from
the 1880s and is described as a “Celadon colored silk dolman evening cape with
gold and silver bullion trim.” The wrap has wide sleeves and was worn as an
evening cape, draped over the owner’s shoulders. This is a surprisingly heavy
garment, especially in the sleeves that were cuffed with some sort of weighted
material. The history of the cape is hazy, but it has found a home in one of the
upper rooms at the Lewis House that is filled with men’s and women’s clothing
and hats.  
The rich variety of historical items donated to the Norwich Historical Society,
whether they be photographs, clothing, hats, or snuff boxes, reflect the generosity
of Norwich citizens who truly value their history. n

A special thank you to NHS Director, Sarah Rooker who suggested that the accessions be explored, and
Nancy Osgood who showed the author the path to each one.
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NORWICH GOES PURPLE FOR ALZHEIMER’S – continued from page 1
“It seems to be everywhere,” says Fraser,
“so my goal is to get information and
education into the community.”
In the heart of the community, Dan
& Whit’s has participated in the
Alzheimer’s Walk over the past couple
years, “going purple” and displaying
the event sign in their window. Less
visible businesses show their support
through sponsorship. “I’ve seen the
devastating effect of the disease
personally and on caregivers,” says
Norwich resident Peter Carter, whose
law firm sponsored the walk last year.
Carter’s mother-in-law, Susan
McClane, suffered from Alzheimer’s

and died in 2005, at age 75. He
describes seeing an incredibly
intelligent, vibrant, engaged person
waste away over a few years. McClane,
who had been in the N.H. state
legislature, was “very up front about
her diagnosis,” Carter said. “She
wanted people to know she wasn’t
stupid. She had a problem.”
McCla ne’s daughter, U.S.
Representative Annie McClane
Kuster, chronicled her mother’s
decline through regular conversations,
and the two co-wrote The Last Dance:
Facing Alzheimer’s with Love and
Laughter. Carter worries that

Diane Coley and Laura Fraser in front of Diane’s Casual Cuts, Norwich

patients, and their 25,000 unpaid
behind Alzheimer’s awareness in the
caregivers are living with Alzheimer’s. Upper Valley. Fraser enlisted Fairlee
Norwich residents and businesses are
Community Church of Christ to
teaming up to raise money, spread
sponsor Team Andy. The walk is about
awareness and support them.
raising funds, but also about building
Laura Fraser got involved with the
awareness. Fraser and Hodge did both.
walk last year by supporting Team
Hodge delivered a message about
Andy in memory of Andy Harvard. Memory and the Alzheimer’s Walk,
Andy suffered from younger-onset while Fraser’s Sunday school class had
Alzheimer’s and passed away in 2019, at a lesson built around it and made
age 69, after ten years battling the
capes for the walk. Fraser works at
disease. Fraser’s partner, Pastor Dick Diane’s Casual Cuts (Norwich), which
Hodge had a close connection with is among the many local businesses
Andy, and Fraser became good friends “going purple” during the week of the
with Andy’s wife Kathy, a driving force walk, with balloons and purple shirts. “Poppy” and Dr. Christine Pinello of River Road Veterinary, Norwich, going purple and participating in last year’s Walk.

ENERGY EFFICIENT WINDOWS

with added benefits like increasing your home’s value
and bringing a distinct sense of quality to every room

Windows and doors inspired by how you live.
Serving VT, the Upper Valley of NH, and the Adirondack Region of NY
Locally Owned & Operated | (603) 298-5555 | wdbrownell.com
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Alzheimer’s is a ticking time bomb,
and feels an urgency to fund more
research, which is one reason he and
his firm support the cause.
The Alzheimer’s Association funds
and drives research toward treatment,
prevention and, ultimately, a cure.
This research led to the recent release
of Aducanumab, the first FDA
approved medication to treat the
disease. In addition, the Alzheimer’s
Association provides advocacy and
resources like a free 24/7 Helpline,
no-cost education programs (accessible
virtually), free care consultations for
families facing a diagnosis and
more. All of these services are fully
funded by the money raised during the
Walks and other fundraising events.
For Darcy Bagley, Alzheimer’s is
both professional and personal. As the
Bereavement Program Coordinator at
Bayada Hospice’s Norwich office, she
and her coworkers help manage
Alzheimer’s patients’ care daily. “We see
the illness and also the aftermath with
the families,” says Bagley. Bayada also
has many staff with personal experience
with Alzheimer’s, Bagley among them.
All four of her grandparents passed
away from Alzheimer’s.
Bayada sponsors the Upper Valley
Walk and others across the state and
helps with planning and volunteering.
Among the volunteers are families of
patients. “Families want to stay involved

after their loved one passes,” says Bagley.
Each year, one or two patients come
out and walk as well, wearing blue, just
as Andy Harvard did for as long as he
could. The walk is a visual reminder
that Alzheimer’s is still out there and
that there is much work to do.
“That’s why we wear our purple, and
go purple and carry flowers,” says
Bagley. “It is just as important that
people in the community see us and
are aware that we are working to find a
cure.” The first person to be cured will
carry a white flower. n

How to Lend a Hand
This year’s Walk to End Alzheimer’s kicks
off Saturday October 2, 9:30 am at
Hanover High School. Here are all the ways
you can support the community effort:
• Register a team or walk on your own
(registration is free but all walkers
are encouraged to fundraise and
support the work of the Alzheimer’s
Association)
• Volunteer the day of the event
• Donate to a team or a general
donation to the event
• Encourage your business to Go Purple
leading up to the Walk or to display a
poster.
For information, visit https://act.alz. org/
uppervalley.

Heritage Based Breeds
Bacon
Pork chops
Tenderloin

Sausages links/bulk/patties
Country-style Ribs
Certified Organic Beef

For more information or to place your order, call Jonathan or Rachel LeBlanc
5% off $100/10% off $250

LeBlanc

FAMILY FARM

802.472.5557

1547 Hardwick Street, E. Hardwick VT
leblancfamilyfarm@emypeople.net

Green View Advisors
Christopher Rhim
, CDFA™

FEE-ONLY
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT
• FINANCIAL PLANNING
• DIVORCE PLANNING
• MONEY MANAGEMENT

General Contracting • Architectural Design
Additions & Remodeling • Custom Kitchens & Baths

Norwich, Vermont
802.649.1615 • www.riverlightbuilders.com

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

8 Beaver Meadow Road, Norwich VT 05055
Crhim@greenviewadvisors.com

For a
Beautiful
Lawn...
A Place to
Relax.

The Scotland House

Adult Day Care and Wellness

802-280-6080
8826 Woodstock Road, Quechee
info@scotlandhousevt.org

“I have no time to myself anymore.”
“Social isolation is harder than people think
with someone who has Dementia.”

Complete Liquid
Fertilization Program
Including Weed-Insect Control
Liming - Core Aeration
ORGANIC Fertilizer Program

We’re ready to help you both
We’re Scotland House, We Share the Care

www.scotlandhousevt.org
The Norwich Times

Call (802) 773-7833
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CREATING CHANGE THROUGH THEATER – continued from page 1
Green is incredibly enthusiastic about this work. Green speaks of theater as he
theater in the fall. Luckily for all of us, this manifested in an outdoor theater
speaks of baking, focusing on its ability to connect people. “I want to lead with
experience not to be missed.
storytelling because that’s where we connect as human beings,” said Green. “How
So, what can we expect to see at this event? A little bit of everything.
do we tap into your heart? That helps us be the change that we want to see. And
Starting off the series will be a workshop production of a play that was first
I think that’s the power of theater.”
featured as a staged reading at JAGFest 4.0. JAGFest is a yearly new works
Also evident is his deep love of Vermont and of our community. “I love
festival that invites up-and-coming Black playwrights from all over the country
Vermont. I love the beauty of Vermont. I feel like [the Upper Valley] is full of
to stage their new pieces here in the Upper Valley. The play a curious thing; or
vibrant, community-driven folks.” Green is looking forward to this series
superheroes k’aint fly by Jeremy O’Brian, a “90-minute queer romance… exploring
continuing JAG’s relationship with the community and bringing new faces into
the universal question of parenthood in a world laden with danger,” was the hit
the mix who will want to become a part of making this
of the 2019 festival.
theater happen and join in helping ensure this work
For the following two weekends, Green himself is
becomes a part of our community for years to come.
directing a concert version of Next to Normal (Yorkey &
Green is also hoping this is the first of many communiKitt), a Pulitzer-Prize and Tony-Award-winning musical
ty-based collaborations. King Arthur Baking Company is
that explores mental health and a family dealing with
not the only local group that has helped make this project
crises. “You’re going to get that sensation of artists
come to life. Speaking with Green, it became clear that
connecting to a score and singing beautifully… but you’re
this is truly a community project that has involved
also going to be rooted in truth and in reality.” Green
collaboration from several well-known local businesses
speaks of the stigma surrounding mental health and how
such as Northern Stage, the Center for Cartoon Studies,
presenting these stories in a fashion that evokes empathy,
plus an army of local volunteers. “I think this series is
such as musical theater, can help normalize dialogues
going to speak to the power of partnerships. We don’t
around difficult subjects. “As someone who has family
members and friends that have struggled with mental JAG’s Morgan Siobhan Green, Wonu Ogungowora and Francesca Harper have to live in isolation about how we’re supporting each
other’s work. It doesn’t just have to be JAG doing this. It
health,” he said, “I think that’s the crux or foundation or
takes all of us. I think it will be kind of an entry point for
root of why I wanted to do this piece.”
people to lean in and say yes, I like what you’re doing,
Next up, Life in Sepia: Vermont’s Black Burlesque Revue,
how can I support? I feel like there can be some cool
will take the stage. This piece builds a narrative around
partnerships and I hope that a big institution like King
the history of Black burlesque in America through a
Arthur gives people more permission to lean in. I want to
variety of performers including our own local Golden
diversify what partnership looks like.”
Mystique. The revue will be “femmeceed” by duo Kia
Overall, Green hopes that this series is “a reminder
Warren and Liza Colby who will weave the story of
that you can have the beauty of gathering again and
American Black burlesque through eight performers, each
enjoying glorious theater that’s rooted in reminding us
taking on a decade in this historical burlesque journey.
of what happened and where we need to go. This is an
Closing the series will be a staged reading of For the
opportunity for hearts to mend and to come together.”
Love of Jazz by playwright Raven Cassell, another
JAGFest alumni. First performed as a radio play during “Theatre on the Hill” performs on the grassy hill by King Arthur’s headquarters McDowell seconds this notion. “In our relatively small
community, theater makes a powerful impact,” she said.
JAG’s 2020 COVID-restricted festival, this “jazzical”
“It can engage individuals from all backgrounds, creating a shared experience
follows the story of a young woman navigating life and love during the Harlem
that still allows for diversity and difference to blossom, and JAG is a perfect
Renaissance of the ’20s and ’30s. Green lauds Cassell’s work, “She’s written this
example of that.”
really beautiful contemporary play that’s also rooted in classic American theater.”
What else can we look forward to from JAG? Green is optimistic to see an
With this partnership in mind, where does the intersection of baking and the
outdoor summer series return in the future, and this fall and winter, readers can
performing arts lie? “Baking, it’s a collective experience,” said Green. “Baking
catch more of JAG at Juke Joint, JAG’s annual fundraising dinner-theater cabaret
allows for conversation and storytelling. When I grew up, I was always in the
in November and at JAGFest 6.0 in February 2022.
kitchen with my mom and my grandmother. I remember so vividly the stories they
In the meantime, pull up a picnic blanket, cushion, or any of the provided
used to tell as they would bake. Baking just allows for folks to connect in a way
seating and come take in one (or more!) of the wonderful performances this
that removes boundaries because of this shared experience.”
August and September at JAG and King Arthur Baking Company’s “Theatre on
“I hope that during ‘Theatre on the Hill’ series, people will shop at King Arthur
the Hill” on Route 5 in Norwich. n
and then while they’re [cooking or baking], have an experience about the work
and what they saw and have conversations with their families about some of the
Tickets are $25.00 and available at www.jagproductionsvt.com/theatre-on-a-hill. The event will be
themes we engaged with them on during the series.” McDowell agrees. “Just as art
wheelchair accessible, restrooms are in the KABC facility, and parking is available in both lots. Seating is
does, food tells stories, evokes emotions, and activates our senses,” she said. “The
first come; first served and local food and beverage will be offered beginning at 6:30 PM. Performances
act of connecting food and art has powerful potential to promote diverse voices,
will begin at 8:00 PM. See you on the hill!
experience, and perspectives.”

LAST CHANCE TO EXPERIENCE

Summer of dinosaurs

CLOSES SEPTEMBER 26
SPONSORED BY

Visit our website and plan your visit today!

MONTSHIRE.ORG \\ 802.649.2200
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Keep your dollars where your heart is!

donate. volunteer.
make an impact.

Buy local. Eat Local. Live Local.

Your gift or service will ensure that our neighbors can
access important resources during these difficult times.
You can help create a community, despite this pandemic,
where people find hope and discover possibility.

uppervalleyhaven.org/donate

Upper Valley Haven

Find Upper Valley businesses & farms by
searching the Vital Guide at
vitalcommunities.org/guide

The Norwich Times

713 Hartford Ave., White River Jct.  802-295-6500  UpperValleyHaven.org
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Update: New Bookstore Owners Feel at Home
Virginia Dean

L

ast spring, Emma Nichols and Sam Kaas made the
decision to leave their home in Seattle, WA and
relocate to the Upper Valley to take over ownership
of the Norwich Bookstore. Today, the business
partners said that they do not regret their move.
“We knew from the first time we visited that the
Upper Valley was a place we could feel at home and
that feeling hasn’t diminished a bit,” said Kaas.
“While this area is very different from the place we
came from, there are a lot of cultural through-lines.
Both places are very outdoor-oriented, for instance,
and place a high value on the local community, so
some things feel very familiar.”
With no plans to make any major changes, the
twosome indicated that an important part of their job
is simply to sustain what people already love about the
store and to welcome new customers from near and far.
“That said, we do plan to expand the selection in
many sections where we have expertise and to
continue growing the store’s well established author
events,” Kaas said. “We’ll always be adapting and
changing to reflect what the readers of the Upper
Valley need and want. That’s one of the great things
about being a bookseller – you’re constantly learning,
adapting, and exploring new ground.”
Indeed, Nichols and Kaas are experienced
independent booksellers with nearly 20 years of

bookstore background between them. Originally from
the northeast, Nichols was a bookseller in the New
York area before moving to Seattle where she was a
manager and buyer at the Elliott Bay Book Company.
Kaas was the Author Events Manager at Seattle’s Third
Place Books. Their move back east was not only a
business venture but to be nearer to family as well.
Norwich Bookstore Staff: Emma Cooke, Carin Pratt, Kathryn Price, and new
Like most indie bookstores, the Norwich Bookstore
owners, Emma Nichols and Sam Kaas
carries a diverse, carefully curated range of titles.
“We’ll have the latest celebrity book club selection
for events, fundraising, and community building.
as well as that big new release you just heard reviewed
“Not only are we continuing existing programs,
on NPR,” Kaas noted. “But we also pride ourselves on
carrying books that are surprising. That’s another but we’re also looking forward to working with groups
and businesses here in the Upper Valley with whom
great thing about independent bookstores. We are
able to take chances on books by new authors, books we have not collaborated in the past,” said Kaas.
from small publishers, books you might not be able to “Our community is stronger and more dynamic when
we work together, and we want to be an integral part
find anywhere else. And, as always, we’re happy to
of that.”
order that specific title you’re looking for, even if we
Nichols and Kaas are “blown away” by the warm
don’t have it on the shelves.”
welcome they have received from the community.
Kaas noted that the Norwich Bookstore has always
“It’s especially gratifying because we truly love it
had a strong author events program, and over the years,
here and plan to be a part of this community for a
has hosted everyone from nationally best-selling
novelists to local neighbors who are nationally long time,” Kaas said. “We’re really thankful for the
connections we’ve already made, and we’re glad to be
bestselling authors.
“We plan to continue to grow this program, both your booksellers.” n
virtually – for now – and in-person, someday when it’s
Currently, the bookstore is open from 9am to 5pm, Monday-Saturday.
safe to host large in-person events again,” said Kaas.
Similarly, the bookstore has a long tradition of For further information, visit www.norwichbookstore.com or call
802-649-1114.
partnering with local organizations and businesses

You are not alone.

domestic violence • sexual assault • stalking

every hour, every day 866-348-WISE
chat online at wiseuv.org

We’re here for you.

For 50 years, WISE has supported survivors
in times of stress and crisis. Our advocates
are here for you every hour, every day.
Call the crisis line or chat with us online.
You do not need to be in crisis to reach out to us.

follow us @WISEuv
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The Root Schoolhouse Reopens
Virginia Dean

A

fter a decade of closure and ongoing
restoration work, on August 28th,
2021, the Root Schoolhouse reopened as
a community space for events.
“It’s an exciting time!” exclaimed
Courtney Dobyns, President, Root
District Game Club (the schoolhouse
Board of Directors). “The needs and
visions of our supporters are so
important to us as we get ready to move
into this wonderful historic building
and make this community venue come
alive. The future of the schoolhouse
will evolve as people come forward with

Joyful new students using classic old desks

their energies and special interests. We
look forward to the collaboration.”
The project began in the summer of
2019 when the historic schoolhouse was
jacked up from its crumbling foundation,
the site was excavated, concrete was
poured, the drainage issues were
addressed, and the schoolhouse was
placed back down on a new solid base.
The finishing touches were wrapped up
in the fall. But little did anyone know
what lay ahead during 2020 while
planning for the next phase in the
building’s restoration.
“We had just applied for several
grants, only to be turned down for three
in the spring and one more in the fall
due to the immediate pandemic needs
and stiff competition for grant funding,”
Dobyns said. “It felt like the world had
been turned upside down socially and
economically. The Board saw that we
needed to take a deep breath and
evaluate our plan.”
Fast forward to the spring of 2020,
when contractors moved forward on
the occupancy permit requirements
with a complete rewiring of the
building, widening the back door for

ADA access, building the ADA access
ramp, and excavating for the special
parking space near the ramp. Although
all jobs were not completed, a year’s
extension on the state occupancy
permit was granted.
With deep determination to move

forward despite the challenges, and with
an anonymous donation of $30,000, the
dedicated Root Schoolhouse board gave
a big push to get the code requirements
funded so the schoolhouse could open
this summer. Forty-eight supporters
generously raised $10,000.

Musicians and Norwich residents rang in the reopening

Dr. Eugene J. Bernal
Dr. Sandra K. Dufour
Dr. Shawn P. Morris
Dr. Ran He
Dr. Jessica M. Berry
Mon, Tue, Wed, & Fri
8am-5:30pm
Thurs
8am-7pm

802-295-4887
587 Hartford Avenue
White River Junction
Vermont

Come visit our second location in Hanover
HANOVER EYECARE – 45 Lyme Road, Suite 201
We recently did a renovation and have added
several new frames and new frame lines
Check them out! 603-643-2140

     
    

  


    

Specializing in all aspects of family eyecare:
Comprehensive medical eye examinations
Contact lens specialists
Infant & children’s evaluations
Pre- and post-laser surgery services
Largest optical showroom in the area
Eyeglass accessories
Designer & sport sunglasses

•  •   




Medicare and Major Medical Accepted
Evening Appointments Available
whiteriverfamilyeyecare.com
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The Root Schoolhouse has gained
significant recognition within the
community, and Dobyns expressed her
gratitude to all the volunteers who
have stepped up to help. Some
highlights of the evolution of the
schoolhouse have included the first
annual pie sale in October, holiday
candles in the newly painted windows
facing Union Village Road and
receiving a special sign recognizing the
schoolhouse’s inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places.
Still left to do in 2021, is to erect the
historical designation sign; hang and
wire refurbished globe lights and
kitchen lights; build ADA ramp, gutters,

path, parking, and ADA portable toilet
pad; install front step railings; repair the
roof, finish basement insulation;
mitigate poison ivy on property; and
plant along the fence line.
Future projects to complete within
three years include repairing the inside
stairwell and main room ceiling;
replacing the kitchen counter; finishing
the backdoor to match other trim;
repointing the chimney; cleaning and
oiling the woodwork; painting the
walls; tuning the piano; and repairing
the slate blackboard ceiling.
“Beyond its historic preservation,
our goal is to open the schoolhouse as a
community space hosting educational
and cultural events such as readings,
musical gatherings, and maybe even
collaborative events with neighboring
farms for children and families,” said
Dobyns. “There are limitless
possibilities within our collective
imagination. The enthusiasm expressed
by our volunteers and townspeople
makes the future look bright for this
wonderful gem.”

Bakery + Cafe,
Store and School
STORE HOURS:

8AM – 5PM
CAFE HOURS:

8AM – 3PM
(802) 649-3361
135 Route 5 South
Norwich, VT 05055

The celebration was held from 3-6 p.m, Saturday,
August 28th; inside and outside the schoolhouse
at 987 Union Village in Norwich. All were welcome.
There were games, music, appreciations and
refreshments. For more information about the
Schoolhouse, contact vtrootschoolhouse@gmail.
com or Courtney Dobyns @cdobyns1@
myfairpoint.com.

IN AN EMERGENCY,
CHOOSE ALICE PECK DAY
We hope you never have a health
emergency, but our Emergency Department
is ready 24/7/365 if you do. Patients choose
Alice Peck Day for high quality personal
care in an intimate setting.
Expect to be seen quickly by the same
Dartmouth-Hitchcock board-certified
providers who also deliver emergency
care at DHMC.

Photo taken pre-pandemic.
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PE O PL E A ND PE TS

Emma Bippart-Butler and Ila Gautham
from Norwich spotted near the trails
around the Norwich Green with two Cairns,
Martha (13) and Vita (14)

Originally from Berkshire, MA. Lily De Movellan and
Coqui (7) were spotted at King Arthur Baking Company.
Coqui was a feral street dog in Puerto Rico.
Lily’s family rescued her.

Ásako Sugiyama visiting Vermont from Brooklyn, NY
and making a stop at King Arthur Bakery
with her pup, Maya (2)

L ET ’ S S E E S O ME F U R, F E ATHE R S , AN D FIN S!

Aaron Pangburn, dog-dad to Clyde, 8 months old.
Aaron grew up in Norwich and lives in Brooklyn.
Spotted near Dan & Whits.

Jack-in-the-Box is a 17-pound Maine Coon Cat
who was found in a box
on a lawn at an apartment complex,
thanks to angels it seems.

Send photos of your cute cats,
precious pooches,
and fantastic farm animals
to pets.greatergoodmedia@gmail.com

Jack is Norwich Times graphic designer
Julie Johnston’s favorite co-worker.

s a r g e n t

d e s i g n

c o m p a n y

F rom small outbuildings and follies
to large-scale estates, view our
portfolio at,

802.649.3230
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HOW THEY MET

From Oxford, England to Norwich, Vermont

The Story of Peter Lewis and Amie Thomasson
Megan Browne Helm

P

icture Oxford, England on a crisp
October day: massive stone
structures dominate the landscape
enclosing a variety of mini colleges,
each with a lush, green quadrangle
filled with young people in their
knitted sweaters, or jumpers, as they
say in Great Britain. The ancient
hardwood trees shed t heir
multi-colored leaves and the dusky
autumn sun casts dappled shadow
kisses on the co-eds cheeks, while a
string quartet plays Vivaldi in the
distance. Romantic, right?
But that isn’t the Oxford where Peter
met Amie that fateful night. The year
was 1987. The location was the college
pub; a long, dark, narrow, cellar of a bar
with students shoulder to shoulder,
sticky beer floors and a soundtrack
sounding more like, The English Beat
or The Ramones than Vivaldi.
Amie Thomasson had just taken the
long-haul flight from North Carolina to
England, checked into her tiny room at
Brasenose College, Oxford for her first
term as an exchange student to study
philosophy. Even though she was
technically in her junior year at Duke
University, she could be considered a
“Fresher” at Oxford. Amie is a petite
person with big eyes and could, to this
day, still be mistaken for someone
younger than her years.   
Peter grew up in Manchester,
England and was studying physics in
his senior year. He had a group of close
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The couple at their wedding, June 1996, Orange, California

Amie & Peter photographed by their daughter, Natalie Lewis

It was his persistence that
really paid off.
“He just kept coming around!”
friends who loved to tease. On the
night they met, the joke would be a bet
to see who among them could pick up
a Fresher at pub. Peter was very
motivated by the prize. A steak dinner
provided by his friend Tessa. “Steak
was an expensive commodity, but…her
parents ran a cattle farm,” said Peter.
Amie didn’t want to just sit in her
room on her first night at Oxford, so she
went to the pub and tried to order a
drink. “They asked me all sorts of
questions and I had no idea what they

were talking about. Bitter or Lager? Pint
or Half-Pint? I gestured confusedly for a
while and eventually, they just handed
me something.” It turned out; the pint
of lager she was handed sent the right
message to Peter. “It was the drink I
would have ordered,” he said. It also
singled Amie out as not a “girly girl.”
“When I first saw her, I thought she
was cute and smiley and friendlylooking. She was exotic – an American!
And interesting and intellectual – she
studied philosophy,” said Peter. “My

Fall 2021

killer opening line was, ‘I suppose in
America there’s no social stigma
against girls drinking pints.’ Somehow,
she restrained herself from throwing
the drink over me. And the rest, as
they say, is history.” According to
Amie, Peter’s friends were standing
behind her “pulling faces.” Amie
thought Peter was funny, smart, and
kind. It was his persistence that really
paid off. “He just kept coming around!”
Peter went on to win that contest
and the couple have been married
happily for over 25 years. “Although
there was some argument with the
friends over whether he actually did
win since I wasn’t actually a freshman,”
Amie said. But the friends were fair,
and the couple eventually got two
steak dinners, one for each of them,
and ended up sharing a flat with Peter’s
friends after they graduated and moved
to London.
Peter and Amie have long since
finished their graduate degrees in
philosophy at the University of
California, Irvine. They worked in
Texas, taught in Hong Kong, and had
their daughters, Natalie (14) and May
(8) while teaching at the University of
Miami. Currently, both teach
philosophy at Dartmouth College.
The couple has lived on a twentysix-acre farm in Norwich for four years
and have added seven chickens and
two goats to their family. With so much
land in Norwich, Peter and Amie could
raise their own cattle and ensure steak
dinners for many years to come. n
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Our Backyard Practices Can Protect Bears
B

lack bears, the smallest bear species
involved, but it is also dangerous for
in North America, are relatively
bears. Bears that become accustomed
common in the forests of Vermont. to being around people, especially if
Males, ranging from 300-400 pounds, that involves food, are more likely to
are larger than females who weigh from
get into trouble, increasing the
120-180 pounds. They tend to be
potential they’ll become a risk to
solitary, except for the association
human safety. Then there may be little
between males and females during the
recourse except to destroy the bear,
spring breeding season, and then moms
since relocation is seldom successful.
with their cubs, born early the The Fish & Wildlife Dept has a saying:
following year. Black bears are normally “A fed bear is a dead bear!”
shy and not aggressive toward humans,
You may not even be aware that
even mothers with cubs. But problems
you’re inviting bears into your yard.
can develop if they get used to people, Bears have a keen sense of smell and are
especially if they’re being fed.
attracted to the scent of food. As
Most of us have seen videos of black omnivores, bears have a varied diet that
bear antics in backyards, on porches
relies mostly on plants, such as berries,
and even in pools, which may even
nuts and seeds, as well as buds and
tempt some of us to try to attract bears
leaves. They also consume insects and
to watch in person. However, not only grubs, especially those found in rotting
is that dangerous for the people wood. Despite this mostly plant-based

diet, bears are very much attracted to
sources of meat, such as found in your
garbage, the drippings left on your BBQ
grill, or the pet food you might leave
outside for your dog or cat.
The Vermont Fish & Wildlife
Department has developed guidelines
for living safely with black bears.
These guidelines focus on bird feeders,
garbage, compost, pet food, BBQ grills,
beehives and chicken coops as
common sources of food or food odors.
They recommend only putting out bird
feeders when there’s snow on the
ground, a time when bears are likely to
be in hibernation. Garbage should be
stored in the garage or a shed until you
take it to the transfer station or put it
out for pickup that same day. Even
safer is to freeze meat scraps until the
day of trash removal. If using an
outdoor dumpster, make sure it is
bear-resistant. For composting, be sure
to use plenty of “brown” material to

minimize odor and use a sturdy bin or
a pile protected by electric fencing.
Pets shouldn’t be fed outdoors, but if
that can’t be avoided, be sure to bring
any left-over food inside immediately.
If you keep bees or chickens, the hives
and coop should be protected with
electric fencing.
If you do encounter a bear, give it a
clear escape route so it can avoid you.
From a safe distance, make loud noises
to scare it away, such as shouting or
banging pans together. Although bears
tend to be most active at dawn and dusk,
they may be out and about any time of
day, so be aware. If you do have a bear
encounter, be sure to report it to the
Vermont Fish & Game Department.  n

You can find more information on living with bears
at their website: www.vtfishandwildlife.com. The
Black Bear Incident Report form can be found at
www.vtfishandwildlife.com/learn-more/livingwith-wildlife/living-with-black-bears.

THE EASIEST WAY
TO TAP INTO CLEAN
ENERGY
A renewable energy benefits program
designed for small businesses, by a
small business.
No cost to join
No installation or maintenance
No annual contracts
Support local clean energy
Save money with a solar subscription
Connect with other local businesses
V I S I T N O R W I C H S O L A R . C O M /S B C S A
TM

S A L E S @ N O R W I C H S O L A R .C O M . 8 0 2 -2 8 1 - 3 2 13
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Good News, Wine Lovers!

L

ately, it seems increasingly difficult to find “good” news about almost
anything. The wine industry is not immune: wildfires affecting
vineyards, transportation challenges, and the implications of our changing
climate. But there is good news!
One bright spot in the world of wine is an increased focus on growing
grapes organically and biodynamically. While many vineyards have followed
these practices for decades, there was a time when “organic wine” meant the
consumer needed to accept flaws and wild variability. That is no longer the
case, as growers around the world have found it increasingly important to
keep the soil healthy and to intervene as little as possible in the course of
nature. In our store, rather than having an “organic section,” we have opted
to put green price stickers on all of the wines throughout the shelves that
meet these standards
Varietal and geographic diversity is another positive trend. Savvy wine
lovers and creative winemakers have increased the availability of interesting
and unusual wines. In Vermont, several excellent distributors provide us with
an enormous range of wines, particularly for the state with the second
smallest population in the country!
I know that may not sound earth-shattering, but it is very encouraging to
me, after 30 years in the wine industry, to see such positive developments.
While the world around us seems in such turmoil, those of us fascinated by
wine have good reasons to be optimistic. I look forward to sharing with you
all that is exciting and positive about the world of wine! n

You’re Home at
the Woodlands.

No maintenance, plenty of friends.

This column is
sponsored by
Norwich Wines
and Spirits

To learn more,
contact Peggy Cooper.
603-443-9575 or
cooperm@apdmh.org

BURTON HOUSE • ELM STREET
NORWICH, VERMONT 05055
(802) 649-1970
Norwichwinesandspirits@gmail.com

Independent Living

APDLifecare.org | Lebanon, New Hampshire

FINE FRAMING IS AN ART IN ITSELF

Celebrating35 Years

Downtown White River Jct.
55 South Main Street
(802) 296-2121
www.junctionframeshop.com

FEEL THE

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMES
READY-MADE FRAMES
PHOTO FRAMES

DIFFERENCE

YOUR LOCAL HEATING, COOLING, & PLUMBING EXPERTS

(802) 295-0000
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NOR WI CH HIST O RICAL G ARD E N S O C IE TY

New Garden at the Norwich Historical Society:
Volunteerism Is Alive and Growing

V

olunteers are a precious commodity since there are many great organizations
in Norwich and so many ways to be involved in the Upper Valley community.
Former Trustee, Gail Sanders, and current Trustee, Courtney Dobyns, recently
collaborated to design a new garden at the Lewis House at 277 Main Street, better
known as the Norwich Historical Society and Community Center.
Both Gail and Courtney have their own landscape gardening businesses. Their
gardens have been on the Norwich Historical Society’s House and Garden Tours
over the years.
They have volunteered to spruce up the back entrance to the building adding
a garden for aesthetics and pollinators. Each shrub and perennial will have its own
bloom time and will attract bees and butterflies to their flowers.
The ground was prepared by stripping off the old weedy sod and adding
compost, greensand, black rock phosphate and Pro Gro fertilizer, an organic
fertilizer made in Bradford VT by North Country Organics. The plants were

selected at the wholesale
nu r s e r y,
No r t he r n
Nursery in Hartford, VT.
The new plants were
added to compliment the
peonies and day lilies that
are already there. While
thinking about future
efforts, the idea was to
plant a garden that is easy
to maintain, requiring a limited amount of staking and deadheading.
If you would like to join the volunteers at the Norwich Historical Society to
help with the ongoing maintenance of the Lewis House grounds and gardens,
please contact Courtney Dobyns cdobyns1@myfairpoint.net. n

We Haul Cars to/from Florida and Quechee

“Dan picked up the car and
delivered it on time, in good
shape with no damage.
We’d use him again.” ~ Burt

Call 307. 314. 2908 or email
sales@redbarnlogistics.com
for a personalized quote

Specialize in luxury
and exotic car hauling
Open or enclosed trailer
Equine logistics
and transportation
Hay, tractor, heavy
equipment delivery
Class A CDL
Insured
––––––––––––––––––
NEW SERVICES OFFERED:
Firewood For Sale
Field Mowing
Brush Hogging
Tractor & Site Work

ORGANIC TICK &
MOSQUITO CONTROL
SAFE FOR YOUR
PETS
FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT

(603) 838-PURE . PURESOLUTIONS.COM/UV
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S P ONS OR SPO T LIG H T
Mascoma Bank’s Challenge for Wellness

M

ascoma Bank versus King Arthur
Baking? Well, no, not really. These
two well-loved Upper Valley entities are
not facing off in a corporate
takeover. They are, however, taking part
in a friendly wellness challenge, with the winner being a local non-profit agency.
Mascoma’s Mariah Davis explains the concept of this new challenge. “Mascoma
Bank has a Wellbeing team. This team is employee run and is meant to increase
Bank employee’s well-being in all aspects -mental health, physical, financial, etc.
From September 1-10, Mascoma Bank is doing a ‘movement’ challenge versus King
Arthur Baking. Any physical activity that encourages movement counts during
this challenge. This means that when someone goes kayaking, bike riding, hiking,
or [does] their usual exercise routine, [it] all counts towards the challenge. The
winning company will be decided by the average amount of minutes each employee
[completes]. The winning company team will also get to donate $1,000 to a
nonprofit of the company’s choosing.”
Heading up this effort for Mascoma
Bank is Demora Dessert, Human
Resource Engagement Specialist for
Mascoma Bank. Dessert sees the
challenge benefitting in numerous ways.
“I’m very excited for this upcoming
Wellbeing event. Our Wellbeing Team
has been working hard to provide
opportunities for folks to engage in a
variety of areas, especially regarding
physical health and mental health.”
The recent changes because of the
pandemic make the timing of this
challenge particularly relevant, Dessert
goes on to say. “After a period where it
was easy for team members to feel Demora Dessert
isolated from other areas of the Bank
while we practiced social distancing and many folks worked remotely, we wanted
to create something where everyone could work together regardless of department
or location. In our ‘Battle of the B Corps’ challenge against King Arthur Baking,
we are working as an entire company to achieve the win. We have been highly
supported through everything by our Senior Leadership Team (SLT), and they
happily jumped onboard to provide an extra incentive to our employees where the
top individual participants will get a chance to send the SLT member of their
choice to a dunk tank at our next in-person Wellbeing event.”
This event adds to the numerous efforts of Mascoma Bank in assisting the
community and encouraging a fun and healthy workplace for the employees. The
camaraderie inspired by efforts such as this help create a great work environment.
A focus on physical and mental health, friendly competition with another
Upper Valley company, and a gift to a local non-profit, sounds like an event that
could become a regular part of Mascoma’s schedule. “We are looking forward to
seeing how everything goes and perhaps making this event into an annual
~ Frank Orlowski
tradition,” says Dessert. n
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Vermont North By Hand Artisans Co-Op

is an all-volunteer organization of Vermont & New
Hampshire artists and craftspeople in the Upper
Connecticut River Valley, specifically Bradford,
Corinth, Fairlee, Newbury, Orford, Piermont, South
Ryegate, Topsham and Vershire.
Founded in 2005, VNBH exists to promote the
arts in the greater area and to enrich our community
through a variety of projects and special events.
VNBH members produce a wide spectrum of both
functional and decorative art items.
The primary vehicle for promoting local arts in
the area is their annual Fall Open Studio Tour,
October 9–10, 2021 10am–5pm.
Plan to take advantage of this unique
opportunity to visit artisans in their studios. While
there, you can speak with them about their
art-making process, see work in progress, and
purchase items.
Visit www.vermontnorthbyhand.org.

The Choral Arts Foundation of the Upper
Valley is a non-profit foundation committed to

supporting the choral arts in the Upper Valley of
Vermont & New Hampshire. Their ultimate goal is
to energize those who sing and those who listen to
both formal and casual performances of community
choruses, church choirs, and school music groups.
Founded in 1992 as the Handel Society
Foundation of New Hampshire, the CAF is focusing
ways to help the Upper Valley’s entire choral
ecosystem flourish by:
• Providing grants to local choruses
• Promoting choral performances to the Upper
Valley community
• Offering professional development opportunities
to choral musicians
• Spearheading special projects to bring choruses
together and increase appreciation for the art
form in the community
Contact info@choralartsuv.org. n

